RiTEK Modernizes DVD Factory with Eclipse
ImageEncoders
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Pleasanton, California: Eclipse, the new leader in DVD and CD mastering
formatters and software announced that RiTEK Corporation of Taiwan has
selected Eclipse's ImageEncoders to replace its existing LBR formatters.
The Eclipse ImageEncoder provides high-speed DVD mastering capability,
supports all major DVD and CD formats and encryption schemes, masters
direct or from hard disk and is backed by Eclipse's world-class customer
service.
Mr. TAI Chang-lung, Division Manager for RiTEK's Media Business Group
stated: "RiTEK has had excellent success with Eclipse's products in the past,
so when we decided to upgrade our LBR formatters to support 2R-DVD
mastering speeds, the Eclipse ImageEncoder was an obvious choice. With
its innovative design, solid performance reputation and user-friendly
interface the ImageEncoder is an excellent solution for our application. In
addition, Eclipse's proven after-sales service and support is an important
factor in our decision. Eclipse's Asian distributor, Limbic Hong Kong, is
headquartered in the same time zone and available for immediate
assistance. The combination of these factors proved decisive in RiTEK's
decision to purchase Eclipse ImageEncoders."
"We are pleased that RiTEK, a leading manufacturer of CD and DVD discs
worldwide, selected Eclipse's ImageEncoder for upgrading their mastering
facility," stated Bob Edmonds, VP of Sales and Marketing for Eclipse. "RiTEK
is one of the most prestigious accounts in the optical media industry, and
their decision to upgrade with Eclipse ImageEncoders represents a
significant triumph for Eclipse".
Added Allen Cheung, Sales Manager for Limbic Hong Kong Ltd., "As
Eclipse's authorized distributor for Southeast Asia and close working
partner, we ensure that Eclipse customers receive seamless sales, service
and support of all Eclipse products. Limbic works closely with RiTEK to
understand their requirements and provides the best possible solutions for
their applications. As a result of these efforts, RiTEK is now using Eclipse
products throughout its pre-mastering, mastering and Q.C. operations."
The Eclipse ImageEncoder supports all recordable formats and the latest
copy-protection schemes. Eclipse's proprietary ImageEncoder
incorporates the latest in analytical, encryption and device support while
providing high-speed encoding technology. Its easy-to-use user-interface
is designed to make manufacturing's job easier, while providing the
mastering engineering staff with access to over 400 selectable "analysis

rules" to monitor, flag and report key mastering parameters. The multitasking, multiple image handling ImageEncoder supports direct mastering
, or high-speed mastering from hard disk or the network. The extensive list
of features includes expert analysis, a remote scheduler, advanced DSV
algorithms, ImageIntegrity checksums and support of major encryptions
including CSS, CPPM and Macrovision encryptions. The ImageEncoder has
become the encoder of choice for customers installing new LBR's, large
independent LBR manufacturers and customers wanting to upgrade
existing LBR's.
About Eclipse
Eclipse, recognized as the new leader in DVD and CD mastering encoders
and software is the recipient of three TapeDisc Business Magazine
Technical Excellence Awards for 2002. The awards were presented for
excellence and innovation for its EclipseSuite Software, ImageEncoder
Mastering System and EclipseSuite CSS Verification Plug-In products. For
more information about Eclipse and these products please visit their web
site at www.eclipsedata.com.
Eclipse has built a reputation for technical excellence and world-class
customer support with its line of pre-mastering, mastering and QC
verification tools for the DVD and CD manufacturing industry.
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